Missing:
Cedar Grove Caddoan Pottery Vessels Stolen from the Southern Arkansas University Research Station of the Arkansas Archeological Survey, Magnolia, Arkansas.

These 27 vessels were stolen sometime between May and July, 2006. If you have any information about these vessels contact:

Dr. Alex Barker
Director
Arkansas Archeological Survey
2475 N. Hatch Ave
Fayetteville, AR 72704
479-575-3556
barkeraw@uark.edu

Dr. Carl G. Drexler
Station Archeologist
Arkansas Archeological Survey
Southern Arkansas University
100 East University
MSC 9381
Magnolia, AR 71753
870-235-4230
cdrexler@uark.edu

Catalog Number: 80-1209-596
Type: Untyped bird effigy bowl probably representing a quail
Variety:
Rim Treatment: Plain, with head and tail adornos
Body Treatment: Plain
Temper: Shell
Height: 37 mm
Photo Number: 815522
Comments: The interior and exterior are badly eroded. The attachment scar of a small adorno, probably a tail, appears on the rim directly opposite the head.
Catalog Number: 80-1209-708
Type: Foster Trailed-Incised
Variety: Shaw
Rim Treatment: Unzoned punctuation
Body Treatment: An incised--as opposed to trailed--design. The volute motif repeats four times.
Temper: Coarse shell
Height: 130 mm
Photo Number: 815485
Comments:

Catalog Number: 80-1209-710
Type: Avery Engraved bowl
Variety: Unnamed
Rim Treatment: Single row of dry paste punctations or incisions
Body Treatment: Design applied via dry paste punctations and "engraving." The rising sun motif repeats four times. Traces of white pigment in the lines.
Temper: Grog with occasional pieces of shell
Height: 165 mm
Photo Number: 815480
Comments: This vessel is slightly warped. Both shape and the design suggest that it is an import from farther west along the Red River in east Texas or eastern Oklahoma.
Catalog Number: 80-1209-707
Type: Keno Trailed-Incised beaker
Variety: Phillip
Rim Treatment: The lip is notched
Body Treatment: Fine trailed-incising, Blackburn 1 design
Temper: shell
Height: 83 mm
Photo Number: 815502
Comments: There are two small chips missing from the lip—otherwise perfect. No good evidence of use or wear.

Catalog Number: 80-1209-711
Type: Keno Trailed bottle
Variety: Glendora
Rim Treatment: A short, bulging "spool neck" with a single incised line half way down
Body Treatment: An intricate interlocking scroll design that inverts itself as it repeats (twice) around the vessel body. Two horizontally incised lines on the modified pedestal base.
Temper: None visible since the specimen is not cracked or chipped
Height: 120 mm
Photo Number: 815525, 815526
Comments: No evidence of wear and use. Vessel #172 from the Glendora site (Moore 1909:45) is virtually identical to this vessel.
Catalog Number: 80-1209-712
Type: Belcher Engraved bowl
Variety: Owen
Rim Treatment: A Central design with white pigment in the lines. One horizontally incised line on the inside of the bowl at the shoulder line
Body Treatment: plain
Temper: There are no nicks or cracks in this specimen so the temper is difficult to determine, but it looks and feels like grog. There is a considerable amount of mica in the paste
Height: 67 mm
Photo Number: 815509
Comments: There are no signs of use or wear

Catalog Number: 80-1209-713
Type: Natchitoches Engraved bowl
Variety: Lester Bend
Rim Treatment: A punctated and incised Central 2 design on the exterior. A single incised line on the interior at the shoulder line.
Body Treatment: An Eden 1 (vertically placed volutes and circles on a hatched background) design. The volute and circle motif is repeated four times
Temper: Shell
Height: 72mm
Photo Number: 815498, 815499
Comments: No evidence of wear or use
Catalog Number: 80-1209-764
Type: Belcher Engraved bottle
Variety: Ogden
Rim Treatment: Plain, tapered neck, flared rim
Body Treatment: Elizabeth 2 design with traces of red pigment in the lines
Temper: None visible
Height: 201 mm
Photo Number: 812945
Comments: This is evidently a used vessel. Several small chips are missing from the lip, suggesting wear sustained during a period of normal use for a bottle of this kind.

Catalog Number: 80-1209-765
Type: Belcher Engraved bowl
Variety: Belcher
Rim Treatment: A Central 5 design on a sharp shouldered bowl with four pronounced nodes. The slanted line motif is repeated four times
Body Treatment: Plain
Temper: Grog with large pieces of shell scattered throughout
Height:
Photo Number: 815513
Comments: This bowl is slightly warped. The lip is damaged slightly during excavation.
Catalog Number: 80-1209-823
Type: Hodges Engraved bowl
Variety: Armor
Rim Treatment: El Camino 1 design with traces of red pigment in the lines
Body Treatment: Plain
Temper: Grog
Height: 60 mm
Photo Number: 815533
Comments: This vessel is warped with a large crack in one side. Interior and exterior surfaces are eroded
**Catalog Number:** 80-1209-824  
**Type:** Hodges Engraved bottle  
**Variety:** Candler  
**Rim Treatment:** Plain, neck slightly bulged, flaring rim  
**Body Treatment:** Engraved, Early 1 design  
**Temper:** Grog  
**Height:** 143 mm  
**Photo Number:** 812931  
**Comments:** The lip is badly eroded in places, evidently due to predepositional weathering. There are no signs of predepositional use or wear.

---

**Catalog Number:** 80-1209-843  
**Type:** Hodges Engraved bowl  
**Variety:** Armor  
**Rim Treatment:** Engraved and/or incised El Camino 1 design with red pigment in the lines  
**Body Treatment:** Plain  
**Temper:** Grog  
**Height:** 54 mm  
**Photo Number:** 812943  
**Comments:** No signs of wear. The missing rim pieces were probably carried away by gophers.
Catalog Number: 80-1209-893
Type: Belcher Engraved bowl
Variety: Belcher
Rim Treatment: A Central 7 design on a very sharp shouldered bowl with four nodes. The design repeats four times
Body Treatment: Plain
Temper: Grog, mica in the paste
Height: 50 mm
Photo Number: 815512
Comments: No signs of use or wear
Catalog Number: 80-1209-1122
Type: Belcher Engraved bowl
Variety: Owen
Rim Treatment: A Central 1 design. The slanted line motif is repeated four times. There is one horizontally incised line on the interior of this bowl, at the shoulder line
Body Treatment: Plain
Temper: None visible since the specimen is not cracked or chipped
Height: 138 mm
Photo Number: 815511
Comments: No signs of use or wear

Catalog Number: 80-1209-1124
Type: Hodges Engraved bottle
Variety: Candler
Rim Treatment: Plain flaring rim, short "spool neck"
Body Treatment: An Early 1 design with traces of red pigment in the lines. The meander motif is repeated four times
Temper: not visible
Height: 101 mm
Photo Number: 815517
Comments: This vessel is slightly warped. The rim was damaged slightly during excavation. No obvious signs of use or wear.
Catalog Number: 80-1209-1134
Type: Foster Trailed-Incised
Variety: Moore
Rim Treatment: Chattanooga 1--unzoned punctations
Body Treatment: Babson 3, a voultte design composed of broadly trailed lines
Temper: Coarse shell
Height: 205 mm
Photo Number: 815477
Comments: No signs of use or wear
Catalog Number: 80-1209-1135
Type: Foster Trailed-Incised
Variety: Shaw
Rim Treatment: Chattanooga 1--unzoned punctations
Body Treatment: Boston 1, or incised--not trailed--
volute design with single flattened center nodes
Temper: Coarse shell
Height: 144 mm
Photo Number: 815484
Comments: No signs of use or wear
Catalog Number: 80-1209-1172
Type: Cabaness Engraved bowl
Variety: NA
Rim Treatment: An Ebony 1 design with white pigment in the lines
Body Treatment: An Eaves 1 design with white pigment in the lines. The circle-with-interlocking-scroll motif repeats four times.
Temper: shell
Height: 69 mm
Photo Number: 815503
Comments: No obvious signs of use or wear
Catalog Number: 80-1209-1174
Type: Hodges Engraved bottle
Variety: Kelley's Lake
Rim Treatment: A plain "spool neck"
Body Treatment: An Easter 1 design with traces of red body pigment in the lines. The vertical folded meander motif repeats three times
Temper: None visible since the specimen is not cracked or chipped
Height: 88 mm
Photo Number: 815531
Comments: No signs of use or wear

Catalog Number: 80-1209-1175
Type: Hodges Engraved bottle
Variety: Candler
Rim Treatment: A "spool neck," with a flared rim
Body Treatment: An Evelyn 1 design with heavy red pigment in the lines
Temper: this bottle has no nicks or cracks so temper cannot be checked on a fresh break. It looks and feels as though it is grog-tempered.
Height: 92 mm
Photo Number: 815529
Comments: No signs of use or wear
Catalog Number: 80-1209-1176
Type: Foster Trailed-Incised
Variety: Moore
Rim Treatment: Chattanooga 3, a band of unzoned, diagonally placed tool punctations
Body Treatment: Babson 4, a trailed line volute design with no center nodes. The volute repeats three times
Temper: coarse shell
Height: 194 mm
Photo Number: 815175
Comments: The interior and portions of the exterior are lightly coated with soot
**Catalog Number:** 80-1209-1179  
**Type:** Foster Trailed-Incised  
**Variety:** Dixon  
**Rim Treatment:** Agnes 2, three rows of unzoned short diagonal incisions on lower two-thirds of rim  
**Body Treatment:** Babson 4, a trailed line volute design with no center nodes. The volute repeats four times  
**Temper:** coarse shell  
**Height:** 178 mm  
**Photo Number:** 815490  
**Comments:** This pot has a heavy coating of soot all over the interior and on the upper three-fourths of the exterior.

---

**Catalog Number:** 80-1209-1181  
**Type:** Unknown; small engraved bowl  
**Variety:** NA  
**Rim Treatment:** An irregular lightly engraved pair of parallel lines  
**Body Treatment:** plain  
**Temper:** Shell  
**Height:** 49 mm  
**Photo Number:** 815531  
**Comments:** Portions of the exterior of the rim and upper body are encrusted with a white substance, apparently calcium carbonate.
Catalog Number: 80-1209-1201
Type: Karnack Brushed-Incised jar
Variety: Karnack
Rim Treatment: Austin 2, short vertical incisions under a heavy rolled lip
Body Treatment: Danbury 1, fine vertical brushing
Temper: coarse shell
Height: 165 mm
Photo Number: 815486
Comments: No signs of use or wear
Catalog Number: 80-1209-1211
Type: Belcher Engraved bowl
Variety: Owen
Rim Treatment: A Central 3 design with abundant white pigment in the rim and shoulder lines. There are traces of pigment over the negative areas. The slanted line motif on the shoulder repeats four times.
Body Treatment: Plain
Temper: grog
Height: 85 mm
Photo Number: 815532
Comments: The missing rim pieces were probably removed during the intrusion of historical burial 77.

Catalog Number: 80-1209-1257
Type: Avery Engraved bowl
Variety: Graves
Rim Treatment: El Dorado 2, a concentric half circle design with crosshatched background. The "rising sun" motif is repeated four times
Body Treatment: Evansville 1, a concentric circle design with a crosshatched background. The concentric circle motif is repeated four times
Temper: shell
Height: 97 mm
Photo Number: 815528
Comments: No signs of use or wear
Catalog Number: 80-1209-1303
Type: Keno Trailed bottle
Variety: McClendon
Rim Treatment: Plain, with a "spool neck" and a slightly flared rim
Body Treatment: Belhaven 14, a design featuring vertically placed interlocking scrolls. This motif is repeated twice
Temper: grog
Height: 109 mm
Photo Number: 815524
Comments: Missing Cedar Grove Caddoan Pottery Vessels